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Abstract— The most difficult thing is maintenance of the 

electrical power quality so as to make it lie within the 

acceptable limits. There are many disadvantages of poor and 

low power quality. It may result in higher power losses, 

abnormal and weird behavior of electrical equipment, and 

interference with the close communication lines, poor voltage 

profile, harmonics, sag and swells within the voltage & poor 

and low distortion issues. The increased use of power 

electronic devices has increased the tension on power system 

as it leads to generation of voltage and current harmonics and 

it also increases the reactive current. Nowadays, power 

electronic devices are used by the industries for many reasons 

like variable voltage, variable frequency and current control 

in order to get accurate controllability, better and higher 

efficiency, faster response and most importantly to make the 

devices compact in size. The fundamental problem here is the 

non-sinusoidal current of power electronic devices e.g. 

rectifiers and inverters that not only contain the fundamental 

component but also the harmonic components. The main 

problem arises because of the switching actions which these 

power electronics devices exhibit such as MOSFET, BJT, 

SCR, IGBT etc. Because of this switching action these 

devices acts as non-linear loads.  In the last decade there has 

been several research works presented for the improvement 

of flicker perturbations between different consumers. In this 

research work, an improved D-STATCOM is proposed for 

the improvement of the problems that are encountered which 

portrays better power quality of output as compared to other 

power improvement methods such as STATCOM and others. 

For the comparison of proposed method, different parameters 

such as active power, reactive power and the most important 

parameter that is total harmonic distortion. The THD of 

proposed method is also observed to be improved. 

Keywords: DSTATCOM, Unified Power Quality 

Conditioner (UPQC), Power Quality Intensification 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the early days of power transmission in the late 19th 

century problems like voltage deviation during load changes 

and power transfer limitation were observed due to reactive 

power unbalance. Today these problems have even higher 

impact on reliable and secure power supply in the world of 

Globalization and Privatization of electrical systems and 

energy transfer. The development in fast and reliable 

semiconductors devices (GTO and IGBT) allowed new 

power electronic Configurations to be introduced to the tasks 

of power Transmission and load flow control. The FACTS 

devices offer a fast and reliable control over the transmission 

parameters, i.e. Voltage, line impedance, and phase angle 

between the sending end voltage and receiving end voltage. 

On the other hand the custom power is for low voltage 

distribution, and improving the poor quality and reliability of 

supply affecting sensitive loads. Custom power devices are 

very similar to the FACTS. Most widely known custom 

power devices are Distribution STATCOM (DSTATCOM), 

Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC), and Dynamic 

Voltage Restorer (DVR). Among them DSTATCOM is very 

well known and can provide cost effective solution for the 

compensation of reactive power and unbalance loading in 

distribution system. 

In the early days of power transmission in the late 

19th century problems like voltage deviation during load 

changes and power transfer limitation were observed due to 

reactive power unbalance. Today these problems have even 

higher impact on reliable and secure power supply in the 

world of Globalization and Privatization of electrical systems 

and energy transfer. The development in fast and reliable 

semiconductors devices (GTO and IGBT) allowed new 

power electronic Configurations to be introduced to the tasks 

of power Transmission and load flow control. The FACTS 

devices offer a fast and reliable control over the transmission 

parameters, i.e. Voltage, line impedance, and phase angle 

between the sending end voltage and receiving end voltage. 

On the other hand the custom power is for low voltage 

distribution, and improving the poor quality and reliability of 

supply affecting sensitive loads. Custom power devices are 

very similar to the FACTS. Most widely known custom 

power devices are Distribution STATCOM (DSTATCOM), 

Unified Power Quality Conditioner (UPQC), and Dynamic 

Voltage Restorer (DVR). Among them DSTATCOM is very 

well known and can provide cost effective solution for the 

compensation of reactive power and unbalance loading in 

distribution system. 

Power quality is generally meant to express the 

quality of voltage and/or the quality of current and can be 

defined as: the measure, analysis, and improvement of the bus 

voltage to maintain a sinusoidal waveform at rated voltage 

and frequency. This definition includes all momentary and 

steady-state phenomena. The term power quality is applied to 

a wide variety of electromagnetic phenomena on the power 

system. The increasing application of electronic equipment 

and distributed generation has heightened the interest in 

power quality in recent years, and this has been accompanied 

by the development of a special terminology to describe the 

phenomena. 

A. Power Quality Improvement Techniques 

Nonlinear  loads  generate  harmonic  currents  that  can 

promulgate  to  other  locations  in  the  power  system .Many 

mitigation techniques have been suggested and employed to 

maintain the harmonic voltages and currents within proposed 

levels. 

1) Design of High power quality equipment, 

2) Cancellation of Harmonics 

3) Dedicated line or transformer, 

4) Capacitor banks optimal placement and sizing, 

5) Derating of power system devices and 

6) Harmonic  filters  (passive,  active  and  hybrid)  and  

custom  power devices  such  as  active  power  line  

conditioner  (APLC),  DVR, DSTATCOM and Unified 

Power Quality Conditioners (UPQC). 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Compensation  of  sinusoidal  or non-sinusoidal  load currents 

with  DSTATCOM  process  was  elaborated  by C.N  Bhende 

et al [1].  In this process, simultaneous correction of power 

factor to unity takes place.  They  also  discussed  about the 

three  level  inverter  state  space model  of  the compensator, 

which  can  be  used  for  application  of  high power level 

and reduce the source currents  THD. Three leg VSC with a 

T-connected transformer based three phase four wire DS 

TATCOM was analyzed by Bhim Singh et al [2]. By this 

neutral current compensation and reactive power 

compensation obtain the harmonic elimination and load 

balancing. Source to neutral currents has been mitigated by 

the T-connected transformer. Four  leg  VSC  based 

DSTATCOM  system  has  been  explained  by Shiv Kumar 

Iyer  et  al  [3].  As  per  them  the  VSC  is  being  connected 

through  step  down  transformer  to  the  distribution  system. 

Injected currents  cancellation  due  to  DSTATCOM  as  a 

result  of  which  the transformer does not saturate. 

Voltage  control  DSTATCOM  was  elaborated  by  

Mohammad  A. Eldery  et  al  [4].  They  found  that  by  the  

utilization  of  current  or voltage  source  inverters  in  

adjustable  speed  drives  the  stability boundaries  may be  

improved.  DSTATCOM  DC  Link  capacitor  value  is 

controlled  as  a  voltage  source  from  that  stability  

boundaries  are  less affected. DSTATCOM rating reduction 

procedures are discussed by Bhim Singh et al [5].  According 

to them  in addition to the cost reduction it also  gives  

freedom  to  operate  with  high  power  and  high  PWM 

switching frequency based power electronic devices like 

IGBT etc. Multilevel Inverter  with  non-stiff  source  based  

DSTATCOM  was analyzed  by  Anshuman  Shukla  et  al  

[6].  Two multilevel inverters viz. FCMLI and DCMLI were 

considered.  A compensating technique like state feedback 

control has been applied for DSTATCOM. It can supply 

source currents and terminal voltages with balanced and 

distortion free.  Multilevel inverter is operated with an 

efficient switching strategy. Tracking the reference ensures 

an efficient utilization of all output voltage states of the 

inverter. 

A  DSTATCOM  compensation  schemes  for  

various  loads  in distribution  systems  was  proposed  by  

Bhim Singh and Jitendra Solanki  [7]. According to  them  the  

evaluation  of  reactive  power theory,  synchronous  reference  

frame  theory  and  a  new  adaline  based algorithms can 

derive reference limits for a DSTATCOM. Ledwich and 

A.Ghosh  [8] was explained a distribution static compensator 

which  can  be operated  with  flexibility  in the  voltage and 

current control  mode.  In view of them the  balanced  

sinusoidal  voltage can  be  supplied  by  DSTATCOM  to  

distribution  bus  in  voltage  control mode,  distortions  

caused  by  the  load  can  be  cancelled,  through  that 

compensated load currents are purely balanced and 

sinusoidal. Above objectives  are  achieved  even  unbalances  

and  harmonic  distortions  in load  currents  or  source  

voltages.  Three  single  phase  voltage  source inverters  

connected  in  parallel  to  a  filter  capacitor  included  for 

selected  DSTATCOM.  To  pass  the  high  frequency  

components  of  the current  a  suitable  controlled  switching  

scheme  is  provided.  The scheme can allow and give better 

performance for above DSTATCOM topology. Active filter 

and/or  a static compensator new  reference currents 

generation  approach  was  presented  by  Arindam  Ghosh  

and  Avinash Joshi  [9].  They  explained  that  the  connection  

of  compensator  with load  can be  assumed  either  in star  or  

delta  fashion.  The  load  may  be unbalanced  and  also  it  

draws  harmonic  currents.  This  compensating scheme  

purpose  is  to  balance  the  load  and  make  the  power  factor  

of supply to a desired value. 

A  DSTATCOM  based  on  state  feedback  control  

is  demonstrated by  P.Harsha  Vardhana  et  al  [10].  The 

design of Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) with prescribed 

degree of stability and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is 

implemented in above novel DSTATCOM.  Three 

methodologies have been designed for the improvement of 

operating conditions. Artificial  Immune  System  (AIS)  

based  DSTATCOM  adaptive control  strategy  has  been  

explained  by  Pinaki  Mitra  and  Ganesh Kumar  

Venayagamoorthy  [11].  PSO  algorithm  can  be  determined  

for optimal  parameters  for  essential  immunity  to  common  

disturbances arise  in  the  system.  Immune feedback based 

adaptive immunity is developed for unknown, random and 

severe disturbances.Active  Power  Filter  (APF)  reference  

currents  generation  by sampling and integration method has 

been proposed by Amruta N.Jog and  Naryan  G.Apte  [12].  

Development of algorithm is very simple by this method.  

Hysterisis  bandwidth  can  be  changed  by  reference currents  

according  to  the  modulation frequency  of the dc  bus  

voltage, supply  voltage and slope of reference currents.  The 

reference currents were tracked by high performance adaptive 

hysteresis band and current controller. Rajesh Gupta  et  al  

[13]  clearly  explained  a VSI based  on  fixed switching  

frequency  closed  loop  modulation.  Modulation  process  of 

digital  implementation  is  done  by  the  sampling  frequency  

of  digital processor.  They developed modulation design 

parameter algorithm for smooth modulation at a fixed 

switching frequency.The  application  of  DSTATCOM  

based  on  Diode  Clamped Multilevel  Inverter (DCMLI)  was  

explained  by  Anshuman  Shukla  et al [14].  DC capacitor 

based DSTATCOM controller model aspects and its control 

algorithms were analyzed. High  speed  flywheel  energy  

storage  system  based  DSTATCOM model  aspects  and  

control  algorithm  were  discussed  by  G.O. Suvire and  P.E  

Mercado  [15].  A  novel  multilevel  control  algorithm  and 

detailed  fully  realistic  model  of  the  compensator  are  

proposed.  Data from performance characteristics of true 

devices adjusted quite well by above proposed 

methodologies.  The  proposed  controller  has  an excellent  

decoupling  methodology  to  control  the  active  and  reactive 

power. Cascaded transformer multilevel inverter based 

DSTATCOM was clearly discussed by Rajesh Gupta et al 

[16].  In their view the requirement of controlling topology is 

to control a common dc storage capacitor.  Switching stress 

and power handling for all the cascaded units equally 

provided by this method.  The ripple magnitude reduces by 

multilevel topology while the net switching frequency 

increases. For  a  power  distribution  system  a  voltage  

control  mode  based DSTATCOM  applications  were  

investigated  by  Rajesh  Gupta  and Arindam  Ghosh  [17].  

According  to  authors    two  level  and  three  level voltage  

source inverter switching  conditions is  obtained by  
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Tsypkins’s Method and Describing function.  Development 

of magnitude conditions of carrier signals are for robust 

switching of the inverter. PI  Controller  and  Fuzzy  Logic  

Controller  based  DC  capacitor voltage  regulator  was  

analyzed  by  Harish  Suryanarayana  et  al  [18].There  was  

an  improvement  of  transient  performance  of  the  DC  Link 

capacitor by Fuzzy logic based supervisory method. For  

avoiding  of  successive  transition  between  +1  and  -1  states 

by  the  suitable  switching  logic  method  in  DSTATCOM,  

it  was implemented  by  S.Srikanthan  et  al  [19].  Voltage  

stress  on  the inverter  switches  is  reduced  from  this  and  

it  reduces  the  switching frequency.  This  scheme  is  also  

applicable  for  dead  zone  of  the  basic three level systems. 

Three  phase  four  wire  systems  using  p-q-r  theory  based 

DSTATCOM  was  proposed  by  Hyosung  Kim  et  al  [20].   

III. MODELING AND SIMULATION OF DSTATCOM 

The DSTATCOM [23] is commonly used for voltage sags 

mitigation and harmonic elimination at the point of common 

coupling. The VSC generates a three-phase ac output which 

is controllable in phase and magnitude. These currents are 

injected into the ac distribution system in order to maintain 

the load voltage at the desired voltage reference. We consider 

here a DSTATCOM connected to a 25-kV distribution line. 

Fig.3 shows the simulation model of the distribution line with 

DSTATCOM. The feeding system is represented by a 

Thevenin equivalent (bus B1) followed by a 25- km feeder 

which is modeled by a pi-equivalent circuit connected to bus 

B2. Another feeding system of 5 km is connected between B2 

and B3. Both feeders transmit power to loads connected at 

buses B2 and B3.At bus B2, a 2-MW load is connected, which 

is a shunt capacitor and helps for power factor correction.  

The 600 V load connected to bus B3 through a 25 kV/600 V 

step-down transformer represents a plant absorbing 

continuously changing currents, similar to an arc furnace, 

thus producing voltage flicker. The variable inductive and 

capacitive loads are switched using circuit breakers so that its 

apparent power varies approximately between 1 MVA and 5 

MVA, while keeping a 0.9 lagging power factor and 

simulation results are evaluated. 

A. PWM Based Model of VSC:  

DSTATCOM is a voltage source converter [24] connected in 

shunt with the distribution system by means of a 25 kV/1.25 

kV coupling transformer connected to compensate the load 

current and ensures coupling between the PWM inverter and 

the network. The DSTATCOM output is coupled in parallel 

with the distribution system through a step-up transformer to 

maintain isolation between the DSTATCOM circuit and the 

distribution system. The primary of this transformer is fed by 

a voltage source PWM inverter consisting of a 3 arm, 6 pulse 

IGBT bridge. The PWM inverter is replaced on the AC side 

with three equivalent voltage sources averaged over one cycle 

of the switching frequency (1.68 kHz)..On the DC side, the 

inverter is modeled by a current source charging the DC 

capacitor. The DC current Idc is computed so that the 

instantaneous power at the AC inputs of the inverter remains 

equal to the instantaneous power  at the DC output i.e., 

A 10000 µF capacitor is used as dc voltage source 

for the inverter. LC damped filter is connected at the inverter 

output to absorb harmonics and resistances connected in 

series with capacitors provide a quality factor of 40 at 50 Hz. 

The dc voltage (Vdc) is measured and sent to the controller as 

well as the three phase terminal voltages (Vabc) and the 

injected three phase currents (Iabc). Va, Vb and Vc are voltages 

at converter output. 

For the DSTATCOM when the simulation starts, the 

DC capacitor starts charging. This requires Id component 

corresponding to the active power absorbed by the capacitor. 

When the DC voltage reaches its reference value, the Id 

component drops to a value very close to zero and the Iq 

component stays at the 1 pu reference value. In the case of the 

DSTATCOM, a constant dc source is provided across the 

capacitor for charging the capacitor to dc voltage reference 

value. 

 
Fig. 1: Simulink diagram of DSTATCOM and the 

distribution network 

B. Voltage Controller of DSTATCOM:  

The voltage controller [24] of the DSTATCOM consists of 

several components: a phase- locked loop (PLL), abc_to_dq0 

(and dq0_to_abc) transformation and four PI regulators. The 

aim of the control scheme is to maintain constant voltage 

magnitude at the point where sensitive loads are connected, 

under system disturbances. The voltage controller analyzed 

in this work is exhibited in Fig.4, which employs the dq0 

rotating reference frames. 

In this figure, Vabc are the three-phase terminal 

voltages, Iabc are the three-phase currents injected by the 

devices into the network, Vrms is the rms terminal voltage, 

Vdc is the dc voltage measured in th capacitor and the 

superscripts (*) indicate reference values. PLL is used to 

synchronize the three-phase voltages at the converter output 

with the zero crossings of the fundamental component of the 

phase-A terminal voltage. Therefore, the PLL provides the 

angle φ to the abc-to-dq0 (and dq0-to-abc) transformation. 

There are also four PI regulators. The first one is responsible 

for controlling the terminal voltage through the reactive 

power exchange with the ac network. This PI regulator 

provides the reactive current reference Iq*, which is limited 

between +1 pu capacitive and -1 pu inductive. This regulator 

has one droop characteristic, usually ±5%, which allows the 

terminal voltage to suffer only small variations. Another PI 

regulator is responsible for keeping constant the dc voltage 
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through a small active power exchange with the ac network, 

compensating the active power losses in the transformer and 

inverter. This PI regulator provides the active current 

reference Id*.The other two PI regulators determine voltage 

reference Vd* and Vq*, which are sent to the PWM signal 

generator of the converter, after a dq0-to-abc transformation. 

Finally, Vabc* are the three-phase voltages desired at the 

converter output.  

IV. EXPECTED SIMULATION RESULTS OF DSTATCOM 

OPERATION 

A. Mitigation of Voltage Flicker 

The voltage of the Programmable Voltage Source will be kept 

constant and variable load is enabled so that we can observe 

how the DSTATCOM will mitigate voltage flicker. The 

DSTATCOM controller at the Q Regulation mode of 

operation behaves as floating and performs no voltage 

correction.  

 
Fig. 2: Q Regulation mode of operation 

Running the simulation and observing on Scope 3 

variations of P and Q at bus B3( trace 1) as well as at buses 

B1 and B3 (trace 2). Without D-STATCOM, B3 voltage 

varies between 0.96 pu and 1.04 pu (+/- 4% variation). Now, 

in the D-STATCOM Controller, change the "Mode of 

operation" parameter back to "Voltage regulation" and restart 

simulation. Observe on Scope 3 that voltage fluctuation at bus 

B3 is now reduced to +/- 0.7 %. The D-STATCOM 

compensates voltage by injecting a reactive current 

modulated at 5 Hz (trace 3 of Scope3) and varying between 

0.6 pu capacitive when voltage is low and 0.6 pu inductive 

when voltage is high. 

 
Fig. 3: Voltage Regulation mode of operation 

B. D-STATCOM Dynamic Response 

The variable load will be kept constant and you will observe 

the dynamic response of a D-STATCOM to step changes in 

source voltage. The Programmable Voltage Source block is 

used to modulate the internal voltage of the 25-kV equivalent. 

The voltage is first programmed at 1.077 pu in order to keep 

the D-STATCOM initially floating (B3 voltage=1 pu and 

reference voltage Vref=1 pu).  

 
Fig. 4: Scope 1 representing DSTATCOM current 

 
Fig. 5: Scope 2 representing the Dynamic performance of 

DSTATCOM 

 
Fig. 6: Scope 3 representing the waveforms at steady state 

Three steps are programmed at 0.2 s, 0.3 s, and 0.4 

s to successively increase the source voltage by 5%, decrease 

it by 5% and bring it back to its initial value (1.077 pu). 

After starting the simulation we will observe on 

Scope1 the phase A voltage and current waveforms of the D-

STATCOM as well as controller signals on Scope2. After a 

transient lasting approximately 0.15 sec., the steady state is 
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reached. Initially, the source voltage is such that the D-

STATCOM is inactive. It does not absorb nor provide 

reactive power to the network. At t = 0.2 s, the source voltage 

is increased by 5%. The D-STATCOM compensates for this 

voltage increase by absorbing reactive power from the 

network (Q=+2.5 Mvar on trace 2 of Scope2). At t = 0.3 s, the 

source voltage is decreased by 5% from the value 

corresponding to Q = 0. The D-STATCOM must generate 

reactive power to maintain a 1 pu voltage (Q changes from 

+2.5 MVAR to -2.6 MVAR). Note that when the D-

STATCOM changes from inductive to capacitive operation, 

the modulation index of the PWM inverter is increased from 

0.6 to 0.8 (trace 4 of Scope2) which corresponds to a 

proportional increase in inverter voltage. Reversing of 

reactive power is very fast, about one cycle, as observed on 

D-STATCOM current (magenta signal on trace 1 of Scope1) 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

A. Conclusion 

Custom Power (CP) devices can be used, at reasonable cost, 

to provide high power quality and improved power service. 

These Custom Power devices provide solutions to power 

quality at the medium voltage distribution network level. This 

dissertation presents the average modeling of one of the 

custom power products, DSTATCOM is presented using 

instantaneous P-Q theory, used for the control of 

DSTATCOM are discussed. An average model of 

DSTATCOM has been developed and implemented using of 

Sim Power Systems and presented the case of a ± 2.5 M Var 

DSTATCOM connected to a 25 kV distribution network.  

These control algorithms are described with the help of 

simulation results under linear loads. The control scheme 

maintains the power balance at the PCC to regulate the dc 

capacitor voltages. PWM control scheme only requires 

voltage measurements. This characteristic makes it ideally 

suitable for low-voltage custom power applications. The 

control scheme was tested under a wide range of operating 

conditions, and it was observed to be very robust. The 

obtained simulation results have been demonstrated the 

validity of the developed model. Average modeling allows a 

faster simulation which is well suited to the controller tuning 

purposes. 

This dissertation report also presented the p-q 

Theory and few examples emphasizing the physical meaning 

of each power defined. Some important conclusions are: (i) 

the powers defined in the time domain form a consistent basis 

for efficient algorithms to be applied in the control of active 

power conditioners (ii) the compensation algorithm based on 

the powers defined in the αβ0 reference frame is very 

flexible;(iv) the instantaneous imaginary power is calculated 

without time delay ("instantaneously") and the compensation 

algorithm using the αβ0 transformation can compensate for 

three phase loads to provide constant instantaneous active 

power to the source, even if the supply voltages are 

unbalanced and/or contain harmonics. 

It is concluded that a DSTATCOM though is 

conceptually similar to a STATCOM at the transmission 

level; its control scheme should be such that in addition to 

complete reactive power compensation, power factor 

correction and voltage regulation the harmonics are also 

checked, and for achieving improved power quality levels at 

the distribution end.  

VI. FUTURE WORK 

This project presents a detailed modeling and analysis of one 

of the custom power device DSTATCOM. Instantaneous 

Decoupled Current Control or instantaneous p-q theory is 

discussed in detailed and verified through detailed 

simulations by developing the models in MATLAB simulink 

using the SimPowerSystems control tool boxes. Now we are 

posing a challenge to complete if the remaining control 

strategies which include the synchronous frame theory, 

regulation of Bus and DC link voltage, and ANN based 

Adaline theory. These control strategies are implemented and 

studied in detail through various simulations then it would be 

of immense help for the real time implementation of the 

DSTATCOM across all over the globe. If thrown light on 

other custom power devices like the Dynamic voltage 

Regulator (DVR), and Unified power quality conditioner 

(UPQC), applying different strategies then we can bring a 

revolution in the control of power in the distribution systems. 
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